Exploring the outcome of genetic modifications of glycosylation in cultured cell lines by concurrent isolation of the major classes of vertebrate glycans.
In the preceding article (Manzi,A.E., Norgard-Sumnicht,K., Argade,S., Marth,J.D., van Halbeek,H. and Varki.A. [2000] GLYCOBIOLOGY:, 10, 669-688), we reported a comprehensive approach for the extraction, fractionation, and isolation of all of the major classes of sugar chains (glycans) from vertebrate tissues. Here we apply this "Glycan Isolation Protocol" to a variety of cultured mammalian cell lines, including two wild-type Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines and some of their genetically modified variants that were predicted or known to have defined abnormalities in the biosynthesis of one or more classes of glycans. We also use this approach to characterize clone 489, a new derivative of the GAG-deficient CHO clone pgsA-745, in which sulfation has been restored by transfection of a wild-type CHO cDNA library. By metabolically labeling the cell lines with [6-(3)H]glucosamine we were able to monitor the recovery of all major classes of glycans. The results allow us to reach several conclusions: first, the protocol described in the preceding paper is further validated by finding good recovery of total radioactivity and appropriate distribution of label in the correct glycan classes in the fractions from a variety of cell lines; second, the amount of radioactivity recovered in free glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) lipids is remarkably high when compared to that found in GPI anchors, with the former being the dominant form in some cells; third, cells with known genetic mutations in specific glycosylation pathways are shown to have the expected changes in the distribution of recovered radioactivity in the appropriate fractions; fourth, the N- and O- glycans recovered via the protocol are of adequate quality to demonstrate marked differences in their structural profiles and/or content; fifth, the protocol can pick up unexpected differences of glycan classes not predicted to be affected by the primary defect; finally, the reappearance of sulfation in the novel clone 489 is not due to restoration of GAG sulfation, but rather due to the new expression of sulfation in the fraction enriched in N- and O-linked glycopeptides. These results demonstrate the power of this comprehensive approach for the concurrent exploration and profiling of the different major classes of glycans in cells.